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                                        What is a Forex Proprietary Trading Firm?

                                                            Many traders have either heard of the forex proprietary trading firm or forex funding trader program but are confused with the two terms. They are like the same thing, and their purpose is to fund traders with the right amount of capital. This allows traders to have enough leverage to use for trading.

The proprietary firm typically uses its capital to create profits. It does this by hiring a prop trader who operates as the company’s contractor. When he makes profits, he will receive a certain percentage, and the prop company will take care of the rest depending on the agreement.

The proprietary firm can invest in various things in the market, including forex, stocks, bonds, commodities, and derivatives. This means that you can join a remote forex prop firm and choose any field depending on your experience and expertise.

Here in Audacity Capital, we are your proprietary firm where you can learn and improve your forex trading performance.
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                                                How to Join Audacity Capital’s Forex Proprietary Trading Firm

                                                                        We are looking for talented and ambitious traders with a proven strategy who are ready to take their trading to the next level. We provide the necessary funding and resources to help shape a better future for our traders. 

Our firm offers all traders an equal opportunity to trade in the comfort of their homes and get access to funding in a few easy steps. 

Apply here directly or read more about our best Forex Funding Programs.
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                                    Funding Programs

                                                    	
                             Ability Challenge
                             
                                 Our Ability Challenge is open to traders from diverse backgrounds, regardless of your experience in financial markets. This two-step demo process allows traders to showcase their skills and, upon completion, grants access to a live account with their chosen size.



It offers advantages like a fair evaluation, the option to start with substantial initial capital (no scaling), no monthly fees, up to 85% profit-sharing model, enhanced leverage (1:100), flexible trading conditions (including weekend positions and news trading), and a refundable fee upon completing all stages of the challenge.

                             

                         
	
                             Funded Trader
                             
                                 The Funded Trader Program is tailored for profitable traders with a proven strategy, necessitates a minimum of three months live trading experience and an immediate transition to live trading. The program streamlines the process, with no need for demo or challenge stages, and approval for live funding within 24 hours.



Traders can access live capital starting at $7,500, $15,000 or $60,000, with account growth for every 10% profit earned and a fast scaling plan leading up to $2 million. The program offers premium liquidity with zero commission and swap fees, flexible trading conditions, and a unique zero loss liability feature, making it an excellent choice for experienced traders.
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                                    What we offer

                                                    	
                             Summary
                             
                                 Audacity Capital offers a range of trader programs that empower individuals to access live trading environments with customizable initial capital. These programs include the Ability Challenge and Funded Trader Program. The key benefits across these programs include quick access to live environment accounts, substantial starting capital options, fast scaling opportunities, premium liquidity, and no time restrictions. We aim to provide you with efficient and flexible pathways to enhance your trading potential and achieve your financial goals.

                             

                         
	
                             Live/Demo Environment Accounts
                             
                                 Explore a range of programs offering both live and demo trading accounts, giving you the freedom to choose your desired path. If you’re looking towards live trading, you have the Funded Trader Program These avenues enable you to start trading live accounts right from day one, eliminating the need to waste time on a demo account.



However, if you’re keen on testing your ability and believe you have the potential to excel as a top trader, we invite you to take on the Ability Challenge. This challenge initiates your trading on a demo account, subject to a 2-step evaluation aimed to gauge your skills. Successfully completing this challenge will unlock greater rewards.

                             

                         
	
                             Generous Profit Share
                             
                                 We hold our traders in high regards operating with a foundation of trust and fairness. With our live trading accounts, we distribute profits up to 80% to foster financial contentment and demonstrate our genuine commitment to your prosperity.



Live Data Account For those seeking great returns, we provide an opportunity for up to 85% profit sharing in the Ability Challenge as a reward for those who conquer the challenge successfully.

                             

                         
	
                             Fast Scaling Options
                             
                                 In our live funded accounts, you can boost your account balance, potentially reaching up to $2 million as your account doubles with each profit target achieved. Additionally, for those aiming for larger accounts, we offer quarterly scaling opportunities through the Ability Challenge, enabling you to scale up to $2 million.

                             

                         
	
                             No Liability for losses
                             
                                 In the event you reach the drawdown level in any of our funding programs, you will be removed from the program but will not be liable for any losses. You can always try again and make another attempt to acquire a new funded account whenever you’re ready.

                             

                         
	
                             No Commissions or Swaps
                             
                                 We use a liquidity that allows us to give our traders access to a robust market liquidity with fast executions and tight spreads. The monthly subscription on our live funded programs covers the benefit of commission and swap-free trading.



However, in the ability challenge, you will be accountable for commission and swaps.
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                    Audacity Capital in numbers

                

                                	
                                                2.4B

                                                                        Volume Traded

                                            
	
                                                2.82M

                                                                        Max Monthly Payout

                                            
	
                                                140+

                                                                        Countries
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                                    Things to consider when choosing an FX Prop Trading Firm

                                                    	
                             Reputation
                             
                                 It is crucial to look at the legitimacy of a prop trading firm when choosing a long term funding partner. Factors that can help determine a firm’s reputation are reviews, press features, awards, etc. Platforms such as Trustpilot and YouTube showcase a firm’s value from the opinion of people using the services of the firm.

                             

                         
	
                             Trading Conditions
                             
                                 Trading accounts may come with restrictions. Reading through the account’s rules and trading guidelines will help determine whether they align with your strategies. We advise that you contact a support consultant to confirm. Remember to consider a firm’s objectives when looking at their trading conditions.

                             

                         
	
                             Goals
                             
                                 It is essential to look at the program and the firm’s expectations. Does it align with your goals? Every firm is different.

                             

                         
	
                             Scaling Plan
                             
                                 Some Prop firms have a growth plan that allows funded traders to multiply their funds and enjoy increased profits. 

                             

                         
	
                             Fees
                             
                                 Consider if there are any hidden costs. You can compare the fees with their restrictions to decide whether it is worth trading with the firm.
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                                    Why use a Proprietary Firm to trade?

                                                    	
                             Trade with Huge Capital
                             
                                 As an exclusive prop firm, we provide our traders with up to 2 million US Dollars of trading capital and use real environment from day one. We also offer a fast-scaling plan by doubling the size of the trading account. We want to give you a real chance to demonstrate your ability.

                             

                         
	
                             Fair Profit Sharing
                             
                                 Our reputation comes from valuing trust and fairness. We offer an array of opportunities for you to achieve up to 85% profit sharing, assuring that we are truly invested in your success.

                             

                         
	
                             Access to Trading Support
                             
                                 We have a dedicated team and round-the-clock web chat to assist you with any questions or issues you may have. Our proprietary trading firm is constantly delivering exciting updates and announcements to enhance your trading experience, so stay connected with us through email or our social media platforms to stay informed.

                             

                         
	
                             Flexible Trading Conditions
                             
                                 We believe in a fair and purposeful trading, you will have the flexibility to make money anywhere in the world at any given time. Please refer to the individual funding programs for their specific trading rules and guidelines.

                             

                         
	
                             No Liability for Losses
                             
                                 In the event you reach the drawdown level in any of our funding programs, you will be removed from the program but will not be liable for any losses. Please refer to the individual funding programs for their specific trading rules on drawdown. You can always try again and make another attempt to acquire a new funded account whenever you’re ready.

                             

                         
	
                             No Broker Fees
                             
                                 We utilise liquidity that allows us to give our traders access to a robust market liquidity with fast executions and tight spreads. The monthly subscription on our live funded programs covers the benefit of commission-free and swap-free trading.



However, in the ability challenge, you will be accountable for commission and swaps.
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                            At first, I was surprised by the minimal exposure on the leverage but as I was trading and progressing, I learned that it was a really humbling experience. I would suggest AudaCity Capital for a lot of new Forex trader beginners because this can help sharpen any skill edge that any Forex trader is looking for and there is more than enough support staff at AudaCity Capital to help you along the way. I just make one email or phone call and I’m already getting responses to my questions. So you guys have been really helpful. I really appreciate it. Thank you.                        

                        Kyle  — United States
                    
                

                                
                    
                        
                            The best thing about your program which stands head and shoulders above any other program is they make you do 10% in 30 days. Now I think that leads 

to overtrading. It stresses people out because they got to do it and also, I was just looking through my fxbook before I started speaking to you. I’ve only done over 10% in 1 month in these last 2 years. I’m usually 6-7%, this month I’m about 9%. So the amount of evaluations you’d have to go through, I do 1 in 24.                        

                        John  — United Kingdom
                    
                

                                
                    
                        
                            First class. I have been trading for 14 years and I’ve seen the good, the bad and the ugly. This is the best firm out there, this is the place to be.                         

                        Marcia  — United Kingdom
                    
                

                                
                    
                        
                            The first thing that came to my mind was why would traders not want to have a prop trading account? One of the fears that come to mind is that you put in your time and the prop firm change the rules and they do not share profits fairly in a timely manner. However, with your firm everything was so smooth and so quick that I’m really astonished. Look at the bright side, when you keep increasing the capital, you’re taking away the pressure of reaching a higher percentage. This means that the strategy can be more strict in terms of risk management but still you achieve a higher monetary benefit.                        

                        Wajahat  — India
                    
                

                                
                    
                        
                                                    

                        John  — London
                    
                

                                
                    
                        
                            It seems like you’ve got our best interests at heart. You want us to succeed, you want every single one of your traders to be successful.                         

                        Idris  — London
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